GRADUATION TASSEL COLOR ACCORDING TO DEGREE TITLE

A. ACCOUNTING: BBA, MAcc  SAPPHIRE
AMERICAN STUDIES: BA, MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
ANIMAL SCIENCES: BS, MS  GOLD
ANTHROPOLOGY: BA, MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
ARCHITECTURE: BENV, MLA, DArch, March  LIGHT PURPLE
ART: BA  WHITE
BFA, MFA  BROWN
ART HISTORY: MA  WHITE
ASIAN STUDIES: BA, MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
ASTRONOMY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ASTROPHYSICS: BS, MS  GOLD
ATHLETIC TRAINING: MS  GOLD
ATOMIC SCIENCE: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BIOCHEMISTRY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
BIOLGY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES (TROPICAL MEDICINE): BS  GOLD
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: MBA  SAPPHIRE
PHD  BLACK
BUSINESS (GENERAL): BBA  SAPPHIRE

B. BIOLOGY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
BIOLGY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: MBA  SAPPHIRE
PHD  BLACK
BUSINESS (GENERAL): BBA  SAPPHIRE

C. CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY: MS  GOLD
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
CHEMISTRY: BA  WHITE
BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
CHINESE: BA  WHITE
CINEMATIC ARTS: BA  WHITE
CIVIL, ENVIRONMENTAL, CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: BA, MS  ORANGE
PHD  BLACK
COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCES: BA, MA  WHITE
COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCES: MS  WHITE
COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SCIENCES: PhD  BLACK
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS: MA  GOLD
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS: MS  GOLD
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS: PhD  BLACK
COMPUTER ENGINEERING: BA, MS  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
COMPUTER SCIENCE: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: BS  GOLD
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: MS  GOLD
CURRICULUM STUDIES: ME  LIGHT BLUE

D. DANCE: BA, MA  WHITE
BFA, MFA  BROWN
DIRECTORS: BS  GOLD
DENTAL HYGIENE: BS  GOLD
DEVELOPMENTAL & REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK

E. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: ME  LIGHT BLUE
EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES: MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
EARTH SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ECONOMICS: BA, MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
EDUCATION: PhD  BLACK
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION: ME  LIGHT BLUE
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS: ME  LIGHT BLUE
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: ME  LIGHT BLUE
ENGINEERING: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: BS, MS  ORANGE
PHD  BLACK
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION: ME  LIGHT BLUE
ENGLISH, BA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
ENGINEERING SCIENCES: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ENTOMOLOGY: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ENGINEERING: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ENTREPRENEURSHIP: BBA  SAPPHIRE
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN: BS  SAPPHIRE
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGG: ME  GOLD
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN: BS  GOLD
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN: ME  GOLD
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN: MS  GOLD
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES: BS  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
ETHNIC STUDIES: BA  WHITE

F. FASHION DESIGN & MERCHANDISING: BS  GOLD
FINANCE: BBA  SAPPHIRE
MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
FOOD SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
FOOD SCIENCE & HUMAN NUTRITION: BS  GOLD
FRANCE: BA, MA  WHITE

G. GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT: BA, MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE: BS  GOLD

H. HAWAIIAN: BA, MA  WHITE
HAWAIIAN STUDIES: BA, MA  WHITE
HINDI: BA  WHITE
HISTORY: BA, MA  WHITE
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: BBA, MPH  SAPPHIRE

I. ILORIN: BA  WHITE
INDONESIAN: BA  WHITE
INFORMATION & COMPUTER SCIENCES: BA  WHITE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS: MS  GOLD
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES: BS  WHITE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS: BBA  SAPPHIRE

J. JAPANESE: BA  WHITE
JOURNALISM: BA  WHITE

K. KINESIOLohY & REHABILlATION SCIENCE: BS, MS  GOLD
KOREAN: BA  WHITE

L. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: ME, LA  LIGHT PURPLE
LAW: JD, LL.M, SJD  PURPLE
LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY: ME  LIGHT BLUE
PHD  BLACK
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE: MSL  LEMON
LINGUISTICS: MA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
LUSIGNON: MA  WHITE

M. MANAGEMENT: BBA  SAPPHIRE
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: BS  SAPPHIRE
MA  GOLD
MARINE BIOLOGY: BA  WHITE
BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MARKETING: BBA  SAPPHIRE
MARKETING MANAGEMENT: BS  GOLD
MATHEMATICS: BA, MA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: BS, MS  ORANGE
PHD  BLACK
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY: BS  GOLD
MEDICINE: MD  GREEN
MICROBIOLOGY: BA  WHITE
BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MOLECULAR BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MOLECULAR BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
MUSIC: BA, MA  WHITE
BIOL, MUS  PINK
PHD  BLACK

N. NATURAL RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
NURSING: BS, MS  APRICOT
PHD  BLACK
NURSING PRACTICE: DNS  APRICOT
PHD  BLACK
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK

O. OCEAN & RESOURCES ENGINEERING: BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
OCEANOGRAHY: BS  WHITE
PHD  BLACK

P. PACIFIC ISLAND STUDIES: BA, MA  WHITE
PHILIPINE LANGUAGE & CULTURE: BA  WHITE
PHILOSOPHY: BA  WHITE
PHD  BLACK
PHYSICS: BS  WHITE
BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
PLANT & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION SERVICES: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
PUBLIC POLICY: BS  WHITE
BS, MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE: ELID  LIGHT BLUE
PSYCHOLOGY: BA  WHITE
BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: MPA  TEAL
PUBLIC HEALTH: BA, MPH  SALMON
MS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK

Q. RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS & ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS: BS  WHITE
RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS OF ASIA AND THE PACIFIC: MA  WHITE

R. SECOND LANGUAGE STUDIES BA, MA  WHITE
SECONDARY EDUCATION: BS, MA  WHITE
SOCIAL WELFARE: BS, MS  CITRION
SOCIOLOGY: BA, MA  WHITE
SPANISH: BA, MA  WHITE
SPECIAL EDUCATION: ME, MA  LIGHT BLUE

T. TEACHING: ME  LIGHT BLUE
THEATRE: BA, MA  WHITE
MFA  BROWN
PHD  BLACK
TRAVEL INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT: BS, MS  GOLD
TROPICAL AGRICULTURE & THE ENVIRONMENT: BS  GOLD
TROPICAL PLANT PATHOLOGY: BS  GOLD
TROPICAL PLANT & SOIL SCIENCES: BS  GOLD
PHD  BLACK

U. URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING: MURP  WHITE
PHD  BLACK

W. WOMEN, GENDER AND SEXUALITY STUDIES: BA  WHITE

Z. ZOOLOGY: BS  GOLD
MS  GOLD
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